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Active ferromagnetic shimming of the permanent

magnet for magnetic resonance imaging scanner∗
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This paper presents an approach of active ferromagnetic shimming for C-type permanent magnetic resonance

imaging magnet. It is designed to reduce inhomogeneity of magnetostatic field of C-type permanent magnet to meet the

stringent requirement for magnetic resonance imaging applications. An optimal configuration (locations and thicknesses)

of active ferromagnetic pieces is generated through calculation according to the initial field map and the demanded final

homogeneity specifications. This approach uses a minimisation technique which makes the sum of squared magnetic

moment minimum to restrict the amount of the active ferromagnetic material used and the maximal thickness of pieces

stacked at each hole location in the shimming boards. Simulation and experimental results verify that the method is

valid and efficient.
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1. Introduction

As well known there are two kinds of magnetic res-

onance imaging (MRI)[1−3] magnets: closed cylindri-

cal superconductive (SC) magnet and open biplanar-

pole permanent magnet such as C-shaped one. The

open space of the C-magnet helps the patient over-

come any feelings of claustrophobia that may be ex-

perienced in a closed cylindrical magnet. Both SC

and permanent magnet must be shimmed to reduce

the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field in the work-

ing magnetic field volume to within a predetermined

specification, i.e. within a few or tens parts per mil-

lion for use in medical diagnosis. However, to the per-

manent magnet due to approximation in the design as

well as magnetizing and fabricating tolerances, the ho-

mogeneity of main magnet field is often far away from

the acceptable level. Therefore, shimming technology

is of major importance in the design and manufacture

of permanent MRI magnet. Many papers[4−8] and

patents[9−11] published focus on passive steel shim-

ming of the SC magnet. As for active coil shimming of

the SC magnet, likewise there are many papers[12−14]

published. Recently target field method[15−20] has

been used for active shimming of SC magnet.

Conventional electromagnetic shimming fol-

lows the approach based on representing the field

as a spherical harmonics series: Bz (r, θ, φ) =
∑∞

n=0

∑n

m=0 rnPm
n (cos θ) (Am

n cosmφ + Bm
n sin mφ).

Amplitudes of harmonic components (Am
n ,Bm

n ) are

calculated from the magnetic field measured in or

around imaging region. To the MRI permanent

magnet[21−23] including spaced- apart first and sec-

ond pole faces, a common active current shimming

technique is the use of biplanar correction coils.[24,25]

Biplanar coils consist of windings placed on parallel

planes, and the magnetic field of interest is created

in the space between them. These coils are designed

to produce corresponding spherical harmonics[12] and

have the merit of not interfering with each other. Gen-

erally speaking, active current shimming is used for

corrections after a patient’s access. Recent progress

is that Forbes et al.
[26,27] apply target-field method

to design the biplanar shim coils. An alternative is

the passive shimming technique[28,29] using passive

ferromagnetic piece configuration to produce different

spherical harmonics, complexity increases with har-

monic order. In addition, the magnetic moment of a

passive iron piece is uni-orientational, its magnitude

depends on the strength of the local magnetic field

unless saturated, and the passive iron or steel pieces
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have magnetic coupling between them and interfere

with each other. Despite the passive ferromagnetic

shimming approach gives rise to technological difficul-

ties, especially compensating high ordered harmonics,

passive shimming is still the preferred method due to

its advantages that no power is required and passive

ferromagnetic pieces are less expensive than active

current shimming coils.

Three-dimensional and two dimensional finite el-

ement analysis (FEA) techniques have also been used

for preliminary mechanical shimming.[30,31] However,

the application of FEA has encountered its bottle-neck

because its precision is inadequate to meet the strin-

gent technical demand in MRI. Though mechanical

shimming has the merit that requires no extra power

and low implementation cost, it has generally been

empirical.

The aim of this paper is to extend Dorri and

Vermilyea’s method[7] from cylindrical SC magnet to

biplanar-pole permanent one and substituting passive

ferromagnetic pieces (such as iron pieces) with active

ones, such as NdFeB pieces. However, the active fer-

romagnetic (AFM) shimming method presented here

is a sort of linear mapping[32] that directly links mag-

netic field to the sources without correspondence to

spherical harmonics. The reason why AFM material

not iron is used in this kind of shimming is because

AFM pieces have invariable magnetic dipole moment.

2. Methods

Figure 1 shows a typical C-magnet with a pair of

opposing parallel shimming boards nearby the gradi-

ent coil sets attached to each pole face. Hole locations

containing AFM pieces are evenly positioned on the

shimming boards as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c). The

thickness of a shimming board base of course is larger

than the depth of hole which determines the maximal

thickness of a magnetic dipole in it. These AFM pieces

with its saturation magnetisation (M0 = Br/µ0) are

fixed in holes of the shimming boards and the mag-

netic field of interest is created in the space between

them. Each shimming board has finite thickness, say

10 mm at most, so the holes in it have smaller depth,

say 8 mm at most. In addition each shimming board

is covered with a thin plastic plate to pressurise these

pieces in it. This kind of construction provides the

ease of fabrication and assembly of AFM pieces with

required thickness. The shimming process begins by

measuring the magnetic flux density at all the sam-

pling points over the imaging volume. The distribu-

tion of ∆B, which is the deviation of the flux density

from its expected value, can be obtained by measure-

ment. The object of shimming is to find reasonable lo-

cations and thickness of AFM pieces on the shimming

boards so that ∆B is eliminated, thereby to better re-

duce three-dimensional magnetic field inhomogeneity.

Fig. 1. The ‘C’-type permanent magnet and calculation

model.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the dependency relation of the maximal thickness of dipole versus the number of hole locations

under the same shimming effect. (a) The configuration of holes for AFM pieces positioned on each shimming board,

the total number of hole is 346; (b) the statistical thickness distribution of magnetic dipoles which is needed to be

positioned on the two shimming boards, the maximal thickness is 5.1 mm; (c) the configuration of holes for AFM

pieces positioned on each shimming board, the total number of hole is 558; (d) the statistical thickness distribution

of magnetic dipoles which is needed to be positioned on the two shimming boards, the maximal thickness is 3.6 mm;

(e) field distribution along x-axis before (dashed) and after (solid) shimming; (f) field distribution along z-axis

before (dashed) and after (solid) shimming.

In this method the thickness and orientation of

the AFM pieces in the shimming boards is the design-

ing variable to be determined. The magnetic moment

of the AFM pieces at each location may be positive or

negative. Therefore a good algorithm and an optimi-

sation computer code are needed.

3. Theory

According to Maxwell electromagnetic theory,[33]

the magnetic induction field generated by a point mag-

netic dipole is

B =
µ0

4π

3(µ · r)r − µ r2

r5
, (1)

where µ is the magnetic moment of a magnetic dipole

and µ0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability. In the

case of AFM shimming, the AFM pieces are circular

or square. The AFM pieces piled at each hole loca-

tion in the shimming boards can be deemed as mag-

netic dipoles orientating to ±z-axis while the shim-

ming boards lie at z′ = ±z0 respectively. In practice

the AFM pieces should be inserted into the predeter-

mined holes of each shimming board. We only need to

concern the Bz -component within the central sphere

volume generated by these dipoles because B field is

determined to be homogeneous if one of its three com-

ponents is homogeneous. Suppose ri represents the

coordinate of the ith measured field point; r′
j rep-

resents the coordinate of the jth source point. The

magnetic induction field at ri generated by the jth

magnetic dipole can be written as

Bj
z(ri)

=
µ0µj

4π

2(Zi − Z ′
0)

2
− (Xi − X ′

j)
2
− (Yi − Y ′

j )2
∣

∣ri − r′
j

∣

∣

5 . (2)

Accounting for the mirror images of the magnetic

dipole with respect to the iron pole-face of the magnet,
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Eq. (2) should be substituted as

Bj
z(ri)

=
µ0µj

4π

∞
∑

k=0

×
2(Zi − Z ′

k)2 − (Xi − X ′
j)

2
− (Yi − Y ′

j )2
∣

∣

∣
ri − r′

jk

∣

∣

∣

5 . (3)

Let M express the m dimensional serial of mag-

netic dipoles, B the n dimensional serial of compen-

sation induction field. The linear relationship is ex-

pressed as

B = AM, (4)

where A is the n×m dimensional transformation ma-

trix. By matrix method,[13] this problem can be solved

directly by inversing the matrix A if n equals m. How-

ever, M calculated in this way is distinctly definite

and may not be controlled. In order to overcome this

difficulty, we developed a method that minimises the

sum of squared magnetic moment. The dimension m

should be greater than n in order to give space for con-

finement. The confinement can be written in matrix

form

minimize F = MTM. (5)

Using Lagrange’s method of undetermined multipli-

ers, we construct the target function as

G = MTM − 2λT(AM − B), (6)

where λ represents Lagrange’s multiplier vector. Ap-

plying ∂G/∂Mi = 0 one can get

M = ATλ. (7)

Inserting vector M into original field equation, one

can derive

B = AM = AATλ. (8)

Here AAT is an n × n dimensional squared matrix.

Assuming the existence of its inverse matrix, we can

botain vector λ as

λ = (AAT)−1B. (9)

The optimized magnetic dipole moment vector is cal-

culated by the equation

M = ATλ = AT(AAT)−1B = AvB. (10)

After that the optimal thickness of the jth dipole con-

sists of AFM pieces can be determined if the rema-

nence of the ferromagnetic material is known,

tj =
µ0

BrS
Mj, (11)

where Br represents the remanence and S the area of

the AFM pieces. Note that there is only one inverse

operation of an n× n dimensional matrix in the over-

all process. Typically n is restricted to at most sev-

eral tens for the convenience of field sampling. So the

most time consuming inversion operation in this algo-

rism will not bring inefficiency and inaccuracy. Also

note that for permanent MRI magnets manufactured

in batches with same parameters, the inverse transfor-

mation matrix Av = AT(AAT)−1 can be determined

in advance because it only involves geometric param-

eters. Only a single matrix multiplication is necessary

after routine field sampling for individual MRI mag-

net.

4. Results

First of all a numerical inspection is presented to

test the approach. Consider the quasi-homogeneous

magnetic field generated by Helmholtz coil pair in-

stead of the permanent magnet for the sake that its

magnetic field can be analytically determined. A se-

ries of field points are chosen and the numerical val-

ues of magnetic field are used as input to the shim-

ming method. The homogeneity of compensated field

is investigated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

method. Table 1 shows some geometric parameters

of the investigated Helmholtz coils and the shimming

boards, and corresponding results.

Table 1. Parameters of the Helmholtz coil pair

radius of main coils/m

distance between main coils/m

SC current supposed/A

central magnetic field/Gs

0.5

0.5

10000

179.8353

radius of shimming boards/m

distance between up and low boards/m

radius of each NdFeB piece/cm

0.3

0.5

1

radius of target imaging region/m

configuration of sampling

lattice constant of sampling points/m

number of sampling points n

0.10

3×3×3

0.08

27

homogeneity before shimming (ppm)

homogeneity after shimming (ppm)

1763.498∗

117.469∗

total number of shimmed points (case I)

maximal thickness of magnetic dipole/mm

346

5.1

total number of shimmed points (case II)

maximal thickness of magnetic dipole/mm

558

3.6

∗observed on z-axis.
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Sampled field points are chosen as equidistant cu-

bic lattices. For comparison of the dependency rela-

tionship of the maximal dipole thickness to the num-

ber of shimming locations, we investigate two cases.

In case I, the configuration of hole locations on both

shimming boards is shown in Fig. 2(a), the total num-

ber of shimmed points on the shimming boards is 346.

Among them only 8 points have the maximal dipole

thickness of 5.1 mm. Figure 2(b) shows the statistics

of thickness distribution for those determined dipoles

that are used in the shimming procedure and a nega-

tive sign means that it is set up inversely. In case II,

the total number of shimmed points on the shimming

boards is 558 (refer to Fig. 2(c)). Among which only

4 points have the maximal dipole thickness of 3.6 mm

as shown in Fig. 2(d). In both cases no apex exists at

any points on the shimming boards, and the field ho-

mogeneity is improved over one and half order of mag-

nitude from 1763 to 117 as is indicated in the last two

rows in Table 1. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the field

distributions before and after shimming for the larger

region (20 cm diameter sphere volume (DSV)). Corre-

sponding to the smaller region (13.6 DSV) where the

homogeneity is improved from 235 to 15. The numer-

ical calculation for one time takes less than 1 second

on general personal computers.

For the same coil pair, same target homogeneity

requirement, when the number of shimmed points in-

creases (refer to Table 1 and Fig. 2) the maximal thick-

ness of dipole will decrease. Because the gap space be-

tween opposing parallel pole faces of the magnet is ex-

pensive, increasing the number of hole location in the

shimming boards resulting in decreasing the thickness

of the shimming boards is of practical significance.

In order to further testify the validity of the

method we implement experiments on a permanent

magnet with bi-planar poles. The diameter of the

magnetic pole surface is eighteen centimeters, the gap

between two pole surfaces is eight centimeters. The

x-, y-, z-gradient coils lie between the pole surface

and the shimming board. For the imaging region of a

30 mm DSV, we have measured these field values at

29 points using a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

magnetometer (MetroLab PT 2025 Teslameter). We

table data for the measure results as shown in Table

2. The homogeneity of the field measured is peak-to

peak 560. For clarity we table the shimming param-

eters in Table 3. The coordinates of hole locations

for AFM pieces in the upper board and the lower

board are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) respectively.

The thickness data of magnetic dipole at each hole

location where AFM pieces should be inserted is de-

termined from the shimming calculation. For the up-

per and the lower shimming boards they are displayed

on the screen of computer as shown in Fig. 3(b) and

3(d) respectively. The symbol “ ” at a hole location

means no AFM piece to be put in, i.e. the hole re-

mains empty. The positive (+) or negative (-) sign

before each non-zero number at each hole location in-

dicates the orientation of the magnetic moment in it.

Here both positive sign for the lower board and the

negative sign for the upper board mean that the ori-

entations of the magnetisation of these AFM pieces

are all parallel to the z-axis. The homogeneity of the

field before shimming is 560 (peak-to-peak), whereas

after the first time of shimming the field homogeneity

calculated is improved to 43.

Table 2. The data measured before shimming.

x y z Bz

0 0 15 2923.794

13 0 7.5 2923.621

9.2 9.2 7.5 2923.592

0 13 7.5 2923.599

–9.2 9.2 7.5 2923.581

–13 0 7.5 2923.623

–9.2 –9.2 7.5 2923.741

0 –13 7.5 2923.833

9.2 –9.2 7.5 2923.806

0 0 7.5 2923.669

15 0 0 2923.619

10.6 10.6 0 2923.617

0 15 0 2923.656

–10.6 10.6 0 2923.633

–15 0 0 2923.629

–10.6 –10.6 0 2923.729

0 –15 0 2923.828

10.6 –10.6 0 2923.777

0 0 0 2923.574

13 0 –7.5 2923.092

9.2 9.2 –7.5 2923.164

0 13 –7.5 2923.270

–9.2 9.2 –7.5 2923.248

–13 0 –7.5 2923.183

–9.2 –9.2 –7.5 2923.200

0 –13 –7.5 2923.221

9.2 –9.2 –7.5 2923.148

0 0 –7.5 2923.601

0 0 –15 2924.731
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Fig. 3. The experimental results on a permanent magnet: (a) the coordinate layout of the hole locations for AFM

pieces; (b) the distribution of the thickness (in mm) of dipole corresponding to each location in the upper shimming

board; (c) the coordinate layout of the hole locations for AFM pieces; (d) the distribution of the thickness of dipole

corresponding to each location in the lower shimming board.

It is impossible for the piece thickness arbitrarily

thin because of the brittleness and briability of the

NdFeB material. So if in a hole the AFM piece thick-

ness is smaller than 0.5 mm, the AFM piece should be

substituted as one with a smaller radius and a larger

thickness. It works as long as the dipolar moment of

the AFM piece equal to the value determined by shim-

ming calculation. We prepare two sets of AFM pieces

with diameter 6 mm and 2 mm, thickness of 0.5, 0.6,

0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 2.0 mm. For these non-

empty hole locations as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d),

the thickness values determined by shimming calcula-

tion can be approached as exactly as possible through

overlapping a number of AFM pieces with suitable

thickness and diameter.

After inserting AFM pieces into the determined

holes of the shimming boards and fixing these AFM

pieces having right thickness in each hole, these two

shimming boards are restored to the magnet. Then

we repeat the shimming process identical to the last

time as further correction. We measure the magnet

field again like last time. On the one hand we check

the effect of the first time of shimming process, on

the other hand this is the beginning of the secondary

shimming process. From second shimming on, we ad-

just the number of AFM pieces in hole determined by

second shimming calculation so that the homogene-

ity is improved more. Specifically, after the first time

of shimming the field homogeneity measured is im-

proved to better than 50 or so. After the iteration
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of the second shimming, the field homogeneity is not

difficult to reach better than 20 as a specification of

magnet. Otherwise repeat shimming until the homo-

geneity measured is 20 or lower than 20. Generally,

a tertiary shimming process is not needed. In princi-

ple better homogeneity is possible but not meaningful

because the field shift with temperature within ±10

even though under the condition of temperature con-

trolling magnet. A representative image obtained with

this magnet for MRI teaching Lab is shown in Fig. 4.

Table 3. The shimming parameters for a practical magnet.

gap between two pole surfaces/cm 8.0

radius of the area containing AFM piece/cm 8.5

distance between two shimming boards/cm 5.5

distance between hole locations on shimming boards/cm 1.0

radius of each nominal AFM pieces/mm 3

maximal thickness of magnetic dipole/mm 4

remanence of NdFeB pieces (Br) (Tesla) 1.2

total numbers of hole locations on two boards 426

strength of the central field (Tesla) 0.2923574

point numbers of measuring field within 30 mm DSV 29

homogeneity of the field before shimming 560

homogeneity of field after first time of shimming 43

Fig. 4. The SE images of water tube.

5. Discussion

In order to acquire credible data of magnetic field,

scanning the probe over the 29 field point locations has

soon possibility to get rid of the effect of temperature

shift of the permanent magnet. The sampling points

need to be accurately positioned and the instrument

measuring the magnet field should be NMR teslame-

ter. Generally a Hall teslameter is not fit, especially

in the case of finely shimming. Accounting for the

demagnetisation effect in the permanent material, the

AFM pieces must be magnetised in an external field

as a few times high as its Br to obtain homogeneous

and consistent M0.

Because the operation of inserting the AFM

pieces in each hole of the shimming boards is carried

out outside the magnet, firstly we should not confuse

the upper and the lower shimming board, secondly

we should not mistake the polarity of each magnetic

dipole, especially we should need to pay attention to

the magnetic dipole direction in the upper shimming

board. The upward dipoles in the magnet become

downward when removing the upper shimming board

from magnet and laying it on the floor.

For the case that hole size is larger than AFM

piece size, it is necessary to hold the AFM piece in

the central hole of a plastic chip which fits the hole

in the shimming board. In addition, generally speak-

ing the calculated results of the dipole thickness is not

unique, depending on the layout of hole location in the

shimming boards. According to the target homogene-

ity requirement the user can choose a most convenient

scheme. Finally, as input to the shimming method,

the number of sampling point at best does not be-

yond 100, otherwise the accuracy of calculated results

is not sure or no calculated results given.

6. Conclusions

A complete analytical designing methodology for

AFM shimming of C-shaped permanent MRI magnet

has been formulated and presented. This approach is
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adaptive to not only the initial rough shimming pro-

cedure but the final refined one too as long as suffi-

cient locations are available in both shimming boards.

Both the simulation and experimented results prove

that this technique is feasible without a spatial har-

monics consideration. Moreover the method is proved

to be valid and efficient. It will significantly curtail

the shimming phase of MRI apparatus. Recently the

method presented is tryout in MRI magnet manufac-

tory.
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